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ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 131
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Arts. 115 and 117. Returning then to the original supposition that both the bodies attract, it easily follows that their potentials are equal.
*^     }       130.    If two different bodies have equal potentials over the whole / i* boundary of any surface enclosing both, they have equal potentials throughout all external space.
As before, changing the attraction of one body into repulsion, let us consider the potential of both bodies regarded as one system. Their united potential is therefore zero over the whole boundary of the surface. It is also zero over the boundary of an infinite sphere. Since the space between the surface and the sphere contains no attracting matter, the potential is also zero throughout that space, Art. 115. Returning to the original supposition, that both bodies attract, we see that their potentials must be equal.
Ex. An unknown body is surrounded by a sphere of radius a. The direction of the attraction at all points of this sphere is normal to the sphere and its magnitude is equal to a given constant F. Prove that the attraction at any external point is Fa~jr°.
The sphere is a level surface because the force is normal. The potential of the body at any point of the sphere is therefore equal to that of a particle whose mass is JPtt2 placed at the centre.
131.    If two different "bodies have the same level surfaces throughout any empty ^•J^pdce9 their potentials throughout that space are connected by a linear relation.
Let V and V be the two potentials. Since when V is constant, V is also constant, it follows that V is some function of V, say F'=/(7). Then by differentiation we easily find
$>y    dW    d^_dJ_^-V    d*V    d"V\      dV 1/!TJV     (dv\~    fdv\*\ dxT + df + dz* ~~dV  \dx* + ~dy* + dz*] + dV* \\dx )  + \dy) + \dz)]' Since the space is external to both bodies, this, by Laplace's equation, reduces to
0 = —j, unless V is constant throughout the space considered.   If Fis constant, the
level surfaces for both bodies are indeterminate and therefore V also is constant.
We therefore have in both cases V' = AV+B, where A and B are two constants.
Suppose the  space  considered includes  the points at infinity, then when  the
attracting masses are finite in size and density both V and V vanish at such
points.   We then have J2 = 0.    Again V and V must vanish at infinity in the ratio
of the attracting masses; we therefore find V'/V^M'/M if M, Mf be the masses of
, the attracting systems.   We thus have the theorem; if two finite bodies have the
;vi same external level surfaces and have equal masses, their attractions at all external
{\ points are the same in magnitude and direction.    Quarterly Journal of Mathematics,
' 1867.
When the space in which the two bodies have the same level surfaces encloses both bodies, this theorem follows at once from that proved in Art. ISO. Since the two bodies have the innermost level surface common, we can by altering the mass of one of them make their potentials equal over that surface. The potentials of the

